




Danesi caffè is a Rome-based company founded in 1905 by Alfredo Danesi, an expert and custodian of secret blends.
Alfredo Danesi was among the pioneers of the traditional espresso culture and consumption in the Italian capital city
early in the last century.
Since 1933, Giovanni Danesi took over his father’s business promoting the company growth and expanding its sales capaci-
ty following a marked specialisation in the public business sector (hotel-restaurant-café distribution channel).
1973 marked the foundation of the first Danesi office abroad, hence exportation of products leading to the company’s presen-
ce in more than 50 countries worldwide.
Since 1990, after thirty years heading the company alongside their father Giovanni, Alfredo and Roberto Danesi took over the
reins following the footsteps of their predecessors adding a more industrial and modern management touch to the company.
The fourth Danesi generation actively cooperates within the family company with particular attention to the structural reorga-
nisation of the company aimed at greater flexibility and competitiveness in its fields of operation.
Thus Danesi has been in the market for over a hundred years championing – through its products – quality protection, tradi-
tional principles and great adaptation to an ever-expanding market.
As a matter of fact, nowadays it is possible to talk about coffee culture. A culture based on experience and technical expertise.
A noble knowledge based on understanding and respecting nature, perpetuated through innovative production technologies.
Conscious of a market more and more oriented towards environmental issues, over the years the Danesi company policy has
been oriented towards environmental protection by adopting production techniques and conduct capable of reducing negati-
ve environmental impact.
It is in this framework that that the company has been promoting research and development projects regarding biodegrada-
ble packaging material.
Selection, blending, roasting, grinding are archaic and fundamental operations handed down over the years through ever-refi-
ned systems as well as painstaking quality control.
The roasting process is performed through combined heat convection and conduction operations. Slow and gradual times are
applied during the roasting process.
The final result is unique product equally matching the unique profile of Danesi Caffé, a company working hard in silence to
fulfil its dream of bringing quality aroma to your cup of coffee.





PRODUCTS
...tasting the aroma
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danesi caffè

gold quality
A blend characterised by a perfect and harmonious combination of Arabica Coffee from Central and South America,
specifically studied to confer the product an overwhelming smoothness, sweetness, fine aroma and intense flavour,
featuring delicate notes of lemon and chocolate.

1000 g / 2,2 lb beans

12 valve bags
net weight 12 kg

250 g / 8,75 oz beans

24 bags
net weight 6 kg

classic
Classic is a coffee blend composed of selected Brazilian and African Arabica as well as the finest West and East
African Robust cultivated at high altitudes. This blend is particularly recommended for preparing an espresso with
strong taste and an intense body simultaneously capable of maintaining a soft flavour and pleasant aftertaste, featu-
ring marked notes of dry fruits.

1000 g / 2,2 lb beans
12 valve bags
net weight 12 kg

250 g / 8,75 oz ground
30 bricks
net weight 7,5 kg

doppio danesi
Many years of research and studies on coffee blends have led Danesi experts to creating a unique product in its class
in terms of harmony, quality and extremely sweet flavour.
Danesi blend stands out for its special fineness, wherein the African and Brazilian Arabica Coffee confer smoothness
and persistence to taste while the Washed Arabica from East Africa and Colombia heightens its long-lasting fullness,
delicate notes of cocoa and velvet creaminess.

2000 g / 4,4 lb beans

6 tins 
net weight 12 kg

1000 g / 2,2 lb beans

12 valve bags
net weight 12 kg

250 g / 8,75 oz ground

30 bricks
net weight 7,5 kg
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PRODUCTS

naturally decaf
Danesi decaffeinated coffee features all the characteristics of true espresso coffee. Meticulous blending and roasting
of washed Arabica and Robusta create a suitable harmony combining to bring you a classy, intense and rich flavour.
The natural water system-based decaffeination process eliminates the caffeine present in coffee, maintaining the
product’s properties unaltered.

1000 g / 2,2 lb beans

12 valve bags
net weight 12 kg

250 g / 8,75 oz ground

30 bricks
net weight 7,5 kg

emerald
Emerald is a coffee blend composed of the finest Brazilian Natural Arabica, added to which is a suitable dose of the
best African Robusta. Emerald is particularly recommended for preparing an espresso with unique strength and
intensity

1000 g / 2,2 lb beans

12 valve bags
net weight 12 kg

250 g / 8,75 oz beans

24 bags
net weight 6 kg

filter
Distinguished by light toasting, filter is a blend of the best Brazilian and Colombian Arabica, reinforced by a touch of
cherished Robusta with rich and precious notes of cocoa.

1000 g / 2,2 lb beans

12  valve bags
net  weight 12 kg

65 g / 2,29 oz  lb ground

50 bags
net weight 3,25 kg
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dancioc
Dancioc is an ancient blend of chocolate inherited from the skills of an old pastry chef. Such blend if obtained from
the selection of the best cocoa powders available. Dancioc is a high quality product which allows preparing a dense
and creamy instant chocolate beverage.

1000 g / 2,2 lb can 

9 can
net weight 9 kg

1000 g / 2,2 lb box

8 boxes 40 bags 25 g
net weight 8 kg

1,05 kg /  2,34 lb ground 

1 box  150 pcs

easy espresso pods
gold quality | decaf

Easy Espresso Pods is a blend characterised by a perfect and harmonious combination of Arabica Coffee from
Central and South America, specifically studied to confer the product an overwhelming smoothness, sweetness, fine
aroma and intense flavour, featuring delicate notes of lemon and chocolate.
Its ideal body structure is obtained through the best Robusta available worldwide.

special
Many years of research and studies on coffee blends have led Danesi experts to creating a unique product in its class
in terms of harmony, quality and an extremely sweet flavour.
Danesi blend stands out for its special fineness, wherein the African and Brazilian Arabica Coffee confer smoothness
and persistence to taste while the Washed Arabica from East Africa and Colombia heightens its long-lasting fullness,
delicate notes of cocoa and velvet creaminess.

250 g / 8,75 oz ground

30 bricks
net weight 7,5 kg

danesi caffè



cioccolatini
Chocolate made up of 60% finest dark chocolate from Africa and Central America, soft and fruity to taste with good
persistence of cocoa.

20 boxes - 500 pcs 3,15 g
10 bags - 500 pcs 3,15 g

1 kg / 2,2 lb 2 bags

chocolate coffee bean
Premium coffee beans densely covered in rich chocolate - our way of "pampering" our loyal customers (and, perhaps,
a way of attracting new ones).

cacao
This cherished cocoa blend was specifically studied – on behalf of Danesi – by experts of a Dutch company specia-
lised in preparation and production of coffee. Cocoa seeds from major West African coffee producer countries are
used in such blend. Danesi coffee powder is suitable for a wide range of purposes.

1000 g / 2,2 lb bags

12 bags
net weight 12 kg

PRODUCTS
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GIFTS
to taste is not enough
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trio
2 coffee bricks 250 g - 8,75 oz ground
1 moka espresso

millennium inox
1 stainless steel canister
1 coffee brick 250 g - 8,75 oz ground

pot
1 coloured pot
1 coffee brick 250 g - 8,75 oz ground

danesi caffè
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GIFTS

duo plus
1 coloured pot
1 coffee brick 250 g - 8,75 oz
2 original design coloured espresso cups

forma
1 pot
1 coffee brick 250 g - 8,75 oz ground
6 original design coloured espresso cups

duo
2 original design coloured espresso cups
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club
1 luxury moka
1 coffee brick 250 g - 8,75 oz beans
1 millenium grinder

de luxe
1 millenium inox
1 coffee liqueur 0,700 l
1 coffee brick 250 g - 8,75 oz ground

forma sprint
1 coffee tin 250 g - 8,75 oz ground
6 original design coloured espresso cups

danesi caffè
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GIFTS

luxury
1 luxury moka
1 coffee brick 250 g - 8,75 oz ground
1 millenium inox
1 coffee liqueur 0,700 l

liquore
Coffee liqueur 0,700 l





serving the aroma

MERCHANDISING
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espresso cup ‘dan’

36 pcs

filter cup

48 pcs

espresso cup

36 pcs

cappuccino cup

24 pcs

caffelatte cup

18 pcs

danesi caffè
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MERCHANDISING

giant cup

1 pc

espresso glass

24 pcs

sugar holder cup

6 pcs
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plastic cup

4800 pcs

sugar bag 1 box 10 kg / 22 lb

brown sugar bag 1 box 5 kg / 11 lb

danesi caffè

steel sugar bags holder

24 pcs
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MERCHANDISING

tray

20 pcs

changetray

1 pc

take-away cup

small 1800 pcs
medium 1600 pcs
large 1000 pcs
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paper napkins

3000 pcs

steel napkin holder

24 pcs

paper undercup

30000 pcs

danesi caffè
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MERCHANDISING

t-shirt (M, L, XL)

30 pcs

lady long sleeve t-shirt (S, M, L)

30 pcs

cap

25 pcs

towelling napkin

200 pcs
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danesi caffè

long apron

1 pc

internal danesi sign

1 pc
50x30 cm

apron

1 pc



parasol metal frame
small large

240 cm diameter 320 cm diameter
12 pcs 6 pcs

garden parasol wooden frame

300 cm diameter
1 pc

light sign danesi cup
small double sided

40x25 cm 60x40 cm
1 pc 1 pc
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MERCHANDISING







Danesi Caffè S.p.A. Via tempio degli Arvali, 45
00148 Roma Italy  + 39 06 6539735
info@danesicaffe.it  www.danesicaffe.com


